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Hypertension, depression 
and bipolar disorder - what's 
the link?



• Clinical epidemiology of mood 
disorders and hypertension

• Is there a shared biology between 
mood disorders and hypertension?

• Do antihypertensive medications 
prevent depression?

• Research example: identifying 
repurposed medications for mood 
disorders

Outline:



Depression and cardiovascular disease (CVD):
• Currently the two most common causes of disability in 

high-income countries

• By 2030, will be the two most common causes of disability 
globally

• Depression is a risk factor for CVD (and vice versa)

• Depression after a heart attack substantially increases 
risk of death

Hare et al 2013
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High blood pressure and depression – what’s the link?



Depression (MDD), bipolar disorder (BD) and 
hypertension:

• One third of patients with hypertension report a lifetime history of MDD 
(compared to 15% in general population)

• Individuals with MDD and BD have increased risk of hypertension (1.5-2.5 
times the risk in controls)

• MDD is an independent predictor of new-onset hypertension and vice versa

• Side-effects of many antihypertensive medications include alterations in 
mood (both depression and manic symptoms)
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Abnormal calcium signalling in bipolar disorder:

• GWAS findings, eg, CACNA1C.
• Potential use of calcium-channel blockers
• Lithium may act therapeutically by 

modulating intracellular calcium 
homeostasis

BUT:
• In animal models, drugs acting on the 

renin-angiotensin system (such as ACE-
inhibitors) have antidepressant properties

• Long history of captopril (ACE-inhibitor) 
causing mania
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EXPERT REVIEW

A systematic review of calcium channel antagonists in bipolar
disorder and some considerations for their future development
A Cipriani1,2, K Saunders1,2, M-J Attenburrow1,2, J Stefaniak1, P Panchal1,2, S Stockton1,2, TA Lane1, EM Tunbridge1,2, JR Geddes1,2 and
PJ Harrison1,2

L-type calcium channel (LTCC) antagonists have been used in bipolar disorder for over 30 years, without becoming an established
therapeutic approach. Interest in this class of drugs has been rekindled by the discovery that LTCC genes are part of the genetic
aetiology of bipolar disorder and related phenotypes. We have therefore conducted a systematic review of LTCC antagonists in the
treatment and prophylaxis of bipolar disorder. We identified 23 eligible studies, with six randomised, double-blind, controlled
clinical trials, all of which investigated verapamil in acute mania, and finding no evidence that it is effective. Data for other LTCC
antagonists (diltiazem, nimodipine, nifedipine, methyoxyverapamil and isradipine) and for other phases of the illness are limited to
observational studies, and therefore no robust conclusions can be drawn. Given the increasingly strong evidence for calcium
signalling dysfunction in bipolar disorder, the therapeutic candidacy of this class of drugs has become stronger, and hence we also
discuss issues relevant to their future development and evaluation. In particular, we consider how genetic, molecular and
pharmacological data can be used to improve the selectivity, efficacy and tolerability of LTCC antagonists. We suggest that a
renewed focus on LTCCs as targets, and the development of ‘brain-selective’ LTCC ligands, could be one fruitful approach to
innovative pharmacotherapy for bipolar disorder and related phenotypes.

Molecular Psychiatry advance online publication, 31 May 2016; doi:10.1038/mp.2016.86

INTRODUCTION
Bipolar disorder is a common mental disorder with a lifetime
prevalence of up to 4.4%.1 Mood stabilisation and prophylaxis is
the principal aim of treatment. Despite the established efficacy of
lithium and sodium valproate, manic and depressive episodes
still recur in many patients, and all the existing drug treatments
suffer from poor tolerability and potential harms.2,3 There is a
corresponding need for improved treatments.
Calcium signalling has long been implicated in bipolar disorder,

following reports of altered levels of calcium in cerebrospinal fluid
in patients with mania,4,5 and the observation that long-term
lithium treatment is associated with altered calcium metabolism,
including hyperparathyroidism.6 These reports, taken together
with the similarities in the mechanism of action of lithium and
calcium channel blockers, prompted investigations of these drugs
(primarily verapamil) beginning in the 1980s as potential
treatments for bipolar disorder. This was facilitated by the fact
that verapamil and other drugs that block L-type calcium channels
(LTCC) were already available and in use for the treatment of
hypertension and angina.7,8 However, although studies reports
have continued to emerge since that time regarding LTCC
antagonists in bipolar disorder, the only evidence that has been
systematically assessed concerns verapamil in the treatment of
mania, with the data not demonstrating superiority over placebo.9

To investigate further the efficacy and tolerability of this class of
drugs, we have conducted a systematic review of all LTCC
antagonists in the treatment of acute episodes (both manic and
depressive) and the prevention of relapse, in bipolar disorder. Our
stimulus for doing so is that there is a renewed interest in the use of

LTCC antagonists because the evidence for aberrant calcium
signalling being important in the disorder has grown significantly
in the past few years,10,11 and LTCC antagonists are still mentioned
in recent guidelines for the treatment of acute mania.12 The
evidence is twofold. First, genomic data show that LTCC genes,
especially CACNA1C, which encodes the Cav1.2 alpha subunit,13 are
part of the aetiology of bipolar disorder and several related
phenotypes. Second, these genetic findings are complemented by
newmolecular and functional data arising from induced-pluripotent
stem cell approaches, which considerably strengthen the prior
evidence for aberrant calcium signalling in the pathophysiology of
bipolar disorder and in the response to lithium therapy (see
Discussion). Hence, in addition to a systematic review of the clinical
data, we briefly review these recent findings and their implications
for developing novel LTCC antagonists for use in bipolar disorder.
Many of the considerations also apply to the potential role of this
class of drugs for other neurological and psychiatric conditions such
as Parkinson’s disease and substance dependence.14

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We followed the PRISMA guidelines15 and registered the review
protocol on the PROSPERO website (http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/
PROSPERO/display_record.asp?ID=CRD42015025465).

Types of studies
We included randomised controlled trials (RCTs) comparing LTCC
antagonists with placebo or any other active pharmacological
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L-type calcium-channel (LTCC) antagonists as 
repurposed treatments for bipolar disorder:

• CACNA1C locus also shows genome-wide association to working 
memory and sleep quality

• Other LTCC subunit genes also show genome-wide association to 
bipolar disorder

• Rare variants in LTCC subunit genes are associated with bipolar disorder
• Neuron-like cells derived from bipolar disorder patients have altered 

calcium signaling
• Neuron-like cells derived from subjects with the CACNA1C risk genotype 

have increased gene expression and enhanced calcium signaling
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ACE inhibitors

Thiazide diuretics

Beta blockers

Calcium channel blockers

N = 144,066 patients
(641,685 person-years follow-up)

Boal et al, Hypertension, 2016



Boal et al, Hypertension, 2016

Model 1 adjusted for age and sex
Model 2 adjusted for age, sex, and Charlson comorbidity index
Model 3 adjusted for age, sex, and Elixhauser comorbidity index

Model 4 adjusted for age, sex, and Elixhauser comorbidity index (excluding depression). 
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Model 1 adjusted for age and sex
Model 2 adjusted for age, sex, and Charlson comorbidity index
Model 3 adjusted for age, sex, and Elixhauser comorbidity index

Model 4 adjusted for age, sex, and Elixhauser comorbidity index (excluding depression). 
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Investigating	the	overlap	between	hypertension	
and	bipolar	disorder	to	identify	repurposed	

medications	for	bipolar	disorder

Bipolar	
Disorder

Hypertension

Genetic	epidemiology Health	informatics

Repurposed	treatments	for	bipolar	disorder



Genetic	epidemiology	research	questions:

Identification	of	genetic	risk	
factors for	bipolar	disorder,	

hypertension	and	comorbidity	

What	is	the	extent	of	shared	
heritability	between	bipolar	
disorder	and	hypertension?

Is	there	evidence	of	
pleiotropy?

Does	pathway	analysis	identify	
shared	biological	pathways	

between	bipolar	disorder	and	
hypertension?

Which	existing	
treatments	can	
be	repurposed?



Health	informatics	research	questions:

1. Does	antihypertensive	treatment	improve	psychiatric	
outcomes	for	people	with	bipolar	disorder?

2. If	yes,	which	class	of	antihypertensive?

Datasets:
– National-level	routine	clinical	data	linkage	(>5m	individuals)
– Local	NHS	cohort	of	bipolar	disorder	(n=2,500)



Summary
• Comorbidity between mood disorders and cardiovascular disease is a 

global public health priority

• The association is complex but is partly genetically-determined

• Understanding the shared clinical and genetic basis of comorbidity 
may lead to new and/or repurposed treatments for mood disorders
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